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WE ARE LOOKING FOR A  Microsystems  
& Additive Manufacturing Engineer

 

 

 “We forge your ideas through web apps and prototypes”. M4KE.IT is a startup company
collaborating to the additive manufacturing revolution through intense R&D activities. We
are looking for a skilled and motivated professional with experience in microsystems to
strengthen its R&D team.

We offer a 3 years contract divided in 2 periods :

During the first 18 months, you will develop a test bench to evaluate the design and concep-
tion of a new additive manufacturing process based on an innovative patent. To achieve this, 
you will have to perform some validations: miniaturization of components, control system, 
material selection, supply and processing. You will apply advanced microfabrication tech-
niques within Microsys: the microsystem laboratory of the Liège University in Belgium (ULg). 
Simultaneously, you will need to evaluate the potential of the patent applied to alternative 
purposes by supervising related student's Master Thesis.

During the remaining 18 months, you will improve the prototype (increase working
speed, printing resolution, component reliability and reduce production costs) to turn the
process into a commercial product.

What we are looking for
• You must hold a PhD or have equivalent research experience (minimum 4 years).
• You must be in a situation of transnational mobility (having spent less than 12 months in 
    Belgium during the last 36 months before the 30th of April).
• In the case you are subject to visa and/or work permit, you must inform M4KE.IT in your
    application form.
• Experience in microsystems and material selection is an advantage.
• You must be english fluent. Knowing french is more than welcome.
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You should be 
available for at least 

thirty-six months

In M4KE.IT Offices,
             Namur  

Matthias Hick
matthias.hick@m4ke.it

+32 498 13 02 55

What we need from you
•  Your actual professional position
•  Background and skills regarding additive manufacturing techniques and microsystems
•  A detailed Curriculum Vitae
•  A motivation letter
•  A recommendation letter

Who are we?

M4KE.IT is a team of passionate people focused on nurturing entrepreneurship in Belgium 
through the co-creation of innovative startups. Amongst our portfolio of projects, one 
differs from our usual approach, the 3D printing innovation project. This latter is partly 
financed by the Walloon Region.

Our offices are based in Namur (Belgium) alongside de Meuse river with a nice view on the 
Citadel of Namur. If you come from elsewhere, we are very flexible about it. Usually on 
Mondays and Fridays, some of us prefer to work in co-working spaces or at home in Brus-
sels.

Why join us ?

•  An impactful job: We are a small team, so you will be in the driving seat on an daily basis. 
•  Realize your engineer’s dream: You will be part of the team that is building the next
     generation of 3D printing machines.
•  A steep learning curve: do things you are bearly qualified for while you get feedback and 
     get coached all along.
•  A team of passionate people: Just get to know us, we are focused on results and having 
     fun while achieving them!
•  A high growth start-up: We’ve got sooo many things in the pipeline... you have to aspire
     to make it the next big thing
•  An office with a view: through huge windows, you will have the daily chance to admire 
     the Citadel of Namur!


